Customer Case Study Industry

Facts
Challenge
Customizing an EOS solution
for the precise, cost-effective,
and faster repair of gas
turbine components exposed
to extreme temperatures.
Solution
Enlargement of the construction
capacity to accommodate
individual customized repairs
through the reapplication
of material to the worn burner
tip of the gas turbine.
Results
•	Fast: time required for the
repair process of burner tips
has fallen by more than 90 %

Repair technology in use: Dr. Vladimir Navrotsky, Head of Technology and Innovation at Siemens Energy Service,
Oil & Gas and Industrial Applications, holding a burner tip which was repaired within a short time frame by means
of Additive Manufacturing (Source: Siemens).

•	Innovative: old burner
versions can quickly be
brought up to the latest
standards of technology
•	Cost-effective: potential
cost reductions already seen
at an early stage

Full Thrust Ahead: Innovation for Maintenance
of High Performance Industrial Gas Turbines

Repair process based on EOS technology opens up
new opportunities for industrial gas turbine maintenance
cost reduction
In 1852 James Prescott Joule described the physical principle of the gas turbine – the thermodynamic
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Swedish-based company, Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB (SIT), manufactures gas turbines
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Siemens industrial turbines ranges between 15 and 60 MW. Besides construction, the Siemens

with a power range of 15 to

subsidiary also provides long-term service and maintenance for these engineering masterpieces. In

60 MW.

an effort to help reduce maintenance costs, Siemens is currently working with the development
and implementation of Additive Manufacturing technology, utilising EOS technology and equipment.
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EOSINT M 280 Custom: The system was
individually adapted to Siemens requirements
and helps simplify and speed up the repair
procedure of burners for industrial gas turbines
(Source: Siemens).
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